Your Level of Understanding: Answers
Here is a link for the test:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/XQL8ZDV
1. What can cause sleep problems?
A: E. All of the above.
High Body Voltage, Wi-Fi, Cell phone or other Wireless radiation, Copper
Paint on the walls that supposedly blocks RF, Current on the Equipment
Grounding Conductors are all problems.

2. What is the healthiest way to lower body voltage in an area?
A: Buy a body voltage meter/kit and turn off breakers, measuring to confirm
below 50mV.
3. What is the best way to reduce your exposure to Wi-Fi
(2.4Ghz-5Ghz) emissions?
A: Turn off the Wi-Fi on your modem and Ethernet hard line everything. Buy
an RF meter to confirm.

4. Before installing dirty electricity filters, it is best to...
A: E. All of the above.
Check the neutrals for parallel paths, check the equipment grounding
conductors for current, buy a Stetzerizer Microsurge Meter or Line EMI
Meter to ensure proper placement and amount and contact an EMF
consultant to test your house for a myriad of electrical problems.
5. The best way to ask someone to turn off a cell phone around you
is...
A: ask them politely to put it on airport mode or power it off because it gives
you headaches.
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6. What is another way to contact someone without a cell phone?
A: E. All of the above.
Use your computer and Skype call. FaceTime. Old style land line phone,
not cordless. Email or text from "Messages" on your computer.
7. What makes many people sick but few people recognize it?
E. All of the above but extra credit if you chose Current on the grounding
conductors! : )
Current on the grounding conductors from 3 wire dryers, ranges, cable
internet sheath, sub panel code violations, neutral/ground connections in
AC/furnace connections, etc.
RoundUp sprayed food that destroys the liver, gut, brain and detox ability.
Mercury fillings emitting vapors destroying detox ability and brain and
nerves and...
Vaccines with viruses that attack our nerves, brain, and destroy our
immunity.
8. What is the best way to reduce your exposure if forced to use a cell
phone?
A: Use an Airtube earpiece and put the phone in a one-sided shielded
pouch, farthest away from you.

9. What is the most annoying thing to say to an EMF consultant?
A: I’ve already removed my EMF problems with a whole house
"harmonizer."
Really, any of the questions you picked would be right.
10. After saying "your service is too expensive" to an EMF consultant,
what would you like to hear in return?
A: Take it from someone who has been there, done it wrong, and has
created a service to help others NOT do it the way I was instructed, so I
can save you a lot of time, pain and money.
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